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A
s its civilization evolved over

the centuries, China developed a

well-organized knowledge base

for agriculture, medicine, astron-

omy, and mathematics, and powerfully

influenced our world with great scientific

contributions, including the four great in-

ventions (i.e., papermaking, gunpowder,

printing, and the compass), and many

other world-renowned technical achieve-

ments. Since its foundation in 1949, the

People’s Republic of China has built a

system of research institutes as well as

an echelon of top-notch researchers. Pol-

icies have been implemented providing

full aid, comprehensive management,

and support services for scientific re-

search; and as a result, hundreds of insti-

tutes, universities, and R&D departments

in companies across China are making

breakthroughs that have influenced sci-

entists around the world.

Recent years have seen the rapid growth

of research funding in China, which

totaled RMB 1.96 billion (USD 280

million) in 2018. The over 20% average

annual increase in research investment

during the past 20 years is far above

the country’s GDP growth for the same

period. China has been

the world’s second-larg-

e s t - spend i ng count r y

i n t e rms of r e sea rch ,

providing strong financial support for

its scientific development. Its scientific

competence has consistently improved,

and China has equaled or surpassed

other nations in some frontier scientif-

ic areas. A large number of significant

discoveries have laid the foundation for

China to become a scientific and techno-

logical powerhouse. China now stands

in a transformational period as it moves

from focusing merely on quantity to

emphasizing quality, and from isolated

breakthroughs to a systematic upgrade in

scientific research.

Throughout the history of human society,

scientific innovation has always been a

driving force for the development of a na-

tion, and for the progress of civilization as

a whole. The Chinese government has a

historic opportunity to respond to the call

to be at the forefront of science and tech-

nology—the most crucial sector of the

economy—and to meet the most pressing

needs of the country, accelerate innova-

tion in key fields, promote the acquisition

of new talents, and take the lead in global

scientific competition. In order to achieve

the goal of modernization, China will fo-

cus on the following aspects:

Improve the fundamental capacity of

science and technology.

Several national laboratories have been

established to explore the critical sci-

entific questions of our time, such as

the structure of matter, the origin of the

universe, the evolution of life on earth,

and the nature of consciousness, and to

expand our knowledge of cutting-edge

fields such as information technology,

artificial intelligence, and robotics. At

this time it is essential to implement the

construction of national laboratories that

focus on the major scientific and tech-

nological tasks at hand, and to develop

large-scale infrastructure that relies on

the most advantageous and innovative

systems and comprehensively integrates

available resources. All of this is neces-

sary in order to establish a new mecha-

nism of target-orientation, performance

management, collaborative research,

and open sharing, and to ensure that

national laboratories are characterized

by advancement, expert guidance, and

platform support.

Increase access to technology.

Science and technology should be able

to address the major issues people face

in their daily lives—issues such as dis-

ease prevention and control, food and

drug safety, and population aging. We
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should work to increase the availability

of technology to the public, and contrib-

ute to building a low-cost, wide-cover-

age, high-quality public service system

that helps people enjoy a livable envi-

ronment, delivers better medical and

health services, and assures them of

adequate food.

Put technology at the service of eco-

nomic and social development.

Scientific and technological innovation

should enable us to promote sustained

and healthy economic and social devel-

opment by allowing us to implement

major national science and technology

programs; resolve national targets; and

further highlight key areas of growth;

and to assign major strategic products,

key common technologies, and large-

scale projects as major special projects,

thus effectively mobilizing national

resources for great undertakings and, in

turn boosting science and technology

productivity.

Integrate science and technology inno-

vation into the whole process of social

development.

We are committed to create a culture of

innovation: to let innovation become the

starting point for social development—

which is in itself the driving force behind

innovation. We will improve the system

of utilization, distribution, and income

management of scientific and technologi-

cal achievements, so that all institutions,

talents, funds, and projects will be fully

active and can jointly promote techno-

logical innovation. At the macro level,

we will continue to initiate collaboration

and to share new achievements in sci-

ence and technology. We will participate

in global governance in order to ensure

common development within a commu-

nity of broader interests. And we will

also strive to create a favorable academic

environment, one which encourages in-

novation and tolerates failure—while at

the same time strengthening intellectual

property protection.

Fully emphasize the cultivation of sci-

entific and technological talents.

The key to technological innovation lies

in talent; talent is at the core of all impor-

tant technological developments. China

has always attached great importance to

cultivating talents. Recently, the central

gover nment is -

s ued Opi n ion s

o n D e e p e n i n g

the Reform of the

Talent Develop-

ment System and

Mechan i sm , to

invigorate the country’s human resource

base. We must build a well-coordinated

team of high-quality, innovative talents of

every kind on a large scale, and we must

develop their potential so as to mobilize

the creative spirit that motivates outstand-

ing scientific and technological personnel.

If we gather first-class talent into the great

cause of building our country, we will

provide strong support for the realization

of national development goals.

As the world enters a new era of new

ideas and new challenges, it is inevitable

that China should implement the strategy

of rejuvenating itself through science

and technology, talent cultivation, and

innovation-driven growth. China must

take these steps if it is to enhance its core

competitiveness on the world stage, solve

the deep-seated contradictions and prob-

lems involved in furthering its economic

progress (e.g., how to deal with massive

environmental changes), and build a

prosperous society for all, while main-

taining sustained and healthy economic

and social development.

We welcome excellent scholars interested in applying for

talent programs in China to contact us through AcaBridge(-

consultant@acabridge.edu.cn), which provides one-on-one

consultations.
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S
hanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) is one of the higher

education institutions which enjoy a long history and a

world-renowned reputation in China. Through some 120

years' unremitting efforts, SJTU has become a comprehensive,

research-oriented, and internationalized top university in China.

SJTU now has 30 schools/departments, 31 research institutions,

13 affiliated hospitals, with around 50,000 students and over

3,000 full-time teachers, including the leading number of aca-

demic masters such as academicians of the Chinese Academy of

Sciences and the Chinese Academy of Engineering, candidates

for overseas talent programs and winners of National Outstand-

ing Youth Fund among institutes of higher education in China.

Today SJTU has 67 undergraduate programs, 42 first-level

disciplines authorized to offer doctorate degree, 57 first-level

disciplines authorized to offer master degree. According to

Thomson Reuter's Essential Science Indicator (ESI), SJTU has

19 disciplines listed World Top 1%, with 6 disciplines ranking

World Top 0.1% and Engineering ranking World Top 0.01%.

In 2019 QS World University Rankings by Subject, SJTU has

25 subjects ranking World Top 100, of which 10 subjects rank

World Top 50. By the year of 2018, SJTU has led the country

for the 9th consecutive year in terms of both the project number

and the amount of money issued by National Natural Science

Foundation of China. SJTU also ranks No.1 among all Chinese

universities in the total number of published SCI papers and

China excellent highly-cited papers.

Shanghai Jiao Tong University, carrying the mission of preserving

cultural heritage, and seeking for the truth, bearing the responsibili-

ty of invigorating the Chinese nation and developing for the benefits

of mankind, today this centennial university is sailing for the aim of

becoming a comprehensive, research-oriented and internationalized

world-class university. SJTU will provide free academic environ-

ment, strong research support and competitive compensation pack-

age for the talents. SJTU, your stage to becoming academic master!

Recruiting Position

Chair Professor/Distinguished Professor/Tenured Professor/

Chief Researcher/Tenure-track Associate Professor

Work and Life Treatment

(1) Remuneration: With reference to the corresponding positions

in the world’s top universities, selected candidates will be pro-

vided with competitive remuneration and welfare benefits;

(2) Doctoral Students: A guaranteed number of doctoral students

to be enrolled each year;

(3) Start-up Fund: Negotiable according to actual research demand;

(4) Housing: Assistance will be given in solving housing prob-

lem with furnished interim apartment provided;

(5) Healthcare: Health service will be provided depending on

medical resources from 13 affiliated hospitals;

(6) Children’s schooling: Children of pre-school and compul-

sory education age can be arranged to attend kindergartens and

schools affiliated to SJTU.

How to Apply:
All the materials needed for application should be inte-

grated into a PDF document named “name-position-de-

partment/school/discipline”, to be sent to the email of

Talent Resources Department (ccy@sjtu.edu.cn).

Application Materials:
(1) Cover letter for the position that you are applying for;

(2) CV (with publication list);

(3) No less than 5 representative papers;

(4) Expertise and academic results.

SJTU Global Recruiting Program
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hanghaiTech University is a young and dynamic higher

education institution committed to carrying out China’s

national development strategy and nurturing the next

generation of innovative scientists, inventors and entre-

preneurs. With the backing and support of the Shanghai Municipal

Government and China Academy of Science, ShanghaiTech’s five

schools, three research institutes and General Education Center

seek cutting-edge solutions to address the challenges that China

and the world is facing in the fields of energy, material, environ-

ment, human health, and artificial intelligence. As an integral

part of the Zhangjiang Comprehensive National Science Center,

ShanghaiTech is now leading several frontier research projects and

large-scale facilities.

For more information, please visit: www.shanghaitech.edu.cn.

ShanghaiTech is now seeking talents in the following fields:

School of Physical Science and Technology: energy, system ma-

terials, photon and condensed state, material biology, environmen-

tal science and engineering

School of Life Science and Technology: molecular and cell biol-

ogy, structural biology, neuroscience, immunology, stem cells and

regenerative medicine, system biology and biological data, molec-

ular imaging, biomedical engineering

School of Information Science and Technology: computer science,

electrical engineering, information engineering, artificial intelligence,

network and communication, virtual reality, statistics, big data and data

mining

School of Entrepreneurship and Management: economics, fi-

nance, accounting, management, marketing, strategy and entrepre-

neurship

School of Creativity and Art: innovative design, filmmaking,

game design, tech-driven art, big data visualization, creativity, de-

sign thinking

Shanghai Institute for Advanced Immunochemical Studies: anti-

body therapy, Immunotherapy, cell therapy, regeneration medicine

iHuman Institute: bio-imaging, biology, chemistry, computational

biology, AI/ML

Institute of Mathematical Sciences: pure mathematics, theory of

computing, applied mathematics

Institute of Humanities:Chinese philosophy, Western philosophy,

logic, science philosophy, aesthetics, Ancient literature, modern

literature, literary theory, comparative literature and world liter-

ature, Chinese writing, Chinese history, world history, historical

theory, British and American language and literature, French

language and literature, German language and literature, Japanese

language and literature.

Following positions are opening:

1.Tenured and Tenure-track positions: assistant professor, associ-

ate professor and full professor.

Successful applicants will have a doctoral degree, and are expected

to establish a record for independent, internationally recognized re-

search, supervise students and teach high-quality courses.

2.Research positions: post-doctoral research fellow, research as-

sistant professor, research associate professor and research profes-

sor.

Successful applicants will have a doctoral degree, a good research

record and great passion for research.

3.Assistant positions: teaching assistant, research assistant, and

administrative officer.

Successful applicants will have a Master's degree and relevant

working experience.

ShanghaiTech will offer attractive compensation packages, in-

cluding:

Initial research support package: reasonable start-up funds, re-

search associates and post-doctoral fellows, laboratory space to

meet research needs.

Compensation and benefits: highly competitive salary commen-

surate with experience and academic accomplishments, a compre-

hensive benefit package.

Subsidized housing: on-campus 80/100/120 m2 faculty apart-

ments available at low rent for tenured and tenure-track faculty,

on-campus postdoctoral dormitories, off-campus postdoctoral

apartments and municipal apartments subsidized by Shanghai

government.

Relocation & travel allowance: reimbursement of expenses for

household relocation and family’s one-way travel.

Family assistance: support with children’s education; affiliated

kindergarten, primary and middle schools.

To apply: using this format, please submit a cover letter (Firstname_Last-

name_Cover_Letter.pdf), a research plan (Firstname_Lastname_Research_

Plan.pdf), and a CV (Firstname_Lastname_CV.pdf) to

shanghaitechuniversity@gmail.com



Biology of Henan University

H
enan University, founded in 1912, is located in

Kaifeng, a famous historic city which used to be

the capital of China during eight different dynas-

ties. In 2008, Henan University formally entered

the list of the universities which are jointly developed by

the provincial government and the ministry; in 2016, the

University was selected in the “111 Plan”; and in 2017, the

University becomes a “Double First-rate” university.

Henan University was formerly known as the Preparatory

School for Further Study in Europe and America. It was later

renamed Zhong zhou University, No.5 National Zhongshan

University and Provincial Henan University. In 1942 its

name was changed to National Henan University. After the

founding of the People's Republic of China, its name has

been changed many times. Finally, the name Henan Univer-

sity was restored in 1984.

For nearly 100 years since its founding, Henan University,

adhering to its motto of “to illustrate illustrious virtue; to

renovate the people; and to rest in the highest excellence”,

strengthening morality, has developed 600,000 kinds of tal-

ents. Among them, there are 57 academicians and members

of the Social Science Academy.

Now Henan University is a comprehensive university with

12 branches of learning. It has established friendly relation-

ship with more than 120 colleges in more than 40 countries

and has become a member of the World Association of

Universities and the Association of Universities of Asia and

the Pacific. Henan University now has 33 Schools (Depart-

ments), 97 undergraduate programs, 42 primary discipline

Master’s programs, 20 professional Master’s programs, 20

primary discipline doctoral program and has 15 doctoral re-

search centers.

Initially founded in 1923, the School of Biological Sciences,

and was re-established in 1987, and selected in the league

of “Double First-rate” in 2017. The School of Biological

Sciences delivers world-class research and teaching across

a broad range of fundamental disciplines in biology. Spe-

cialized in “Plant Stress Biology and Sustainable Agricul-

ture”, leading researchers in School of Biological Sciences

aims for exploring plant anti-stress potential, improving the

utilization efficiency of water and nutrient, and enhancing

pest control effectively etc., four major research interests

in i) crop stress responses and signaling transduction, ii)

crop development and stress adaptation, iii) biotic factor

interactions in plant and ecological regulation, and iv) ex-

ploration of stress resistance gene and germplasm resources

innovation. The school has been granted with more than 130

national research funding, including one National Program

on Key Basic Research Project of China (973 Program), two

National Major Scientific Research Program, two National

Science Foundation for Distinguished Young Scholars, eight

The General Program (Key Program) of National Natural

Science Foundation of China, and over 120 National Natural

Science Foundation of China grants. Research outputs were

published in world-renowned peer-reviewed journals includ-

ing Nature Communication, The Plant Cell, Plant Physiolo-

gy etc.

The biology discipline is also the home base for State Key

Laboratory for Cotton Biology, State Key Laboratory of

Crop Stress Adaptation and Improvement, as well as Crop

Stress Biology Overseas Expertise Introduction Project for

Discipline Innovation (111 Plan). In addition, the school

hosts Level I PhD Entitlement for Biological Sciences and

Ecology and corresponding post-doctoral mobile station. The

project “Stomatal Regulation Mechanism Enhancing Plant

Water Efficiency” was awarded second prize in the National

Nature Science Award 2012. The team initiated “Genetic

Basis and Techniques for Biotic Water Saving” won Chang

jiang Scholars and Innovative Research Team by Ministry of

Education.

Except for focusing on basic scientific researches, the

School of Biological Sciences developed inter-disciplinary

researches, attempt to screen important anti-stress gene by

using multi-omics, bioinformatics, genome modification and

synthetic biology techniques, to breed new crop varieties

featured with universal stress resistance, high-producing,

high-quality through germplasm innovation and molecular

design breeding.

We are eager for ambitious and outstanding researches, Wel-

come on board to be part of our history and our future.

Website: http://bio.henu.edu.cn

Email:wangg@henu.edu.cn
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angzhou Innovation Research Institute of Beihang

University is a new high-level research institute jointly

established by Beihang University and the Zhejiang

Province, Hangzhou City and Binjiang District gov-

ernments. With the mission of “building a world-class tech-

nological innovation platform and innovative talent training

platform in the field of information”, and focusing on the

multidisciplinary intersection of information technology, life

and health, cognitive science and new materials, Hangzhou

Innovation Research Institute actively explores new mecha-

nisms and gathers global innovative resources, and is commit-

ted to achieving a number of major original innovations and

key technological breakthroughs and applications, striving to

become a talent and innovation center that is rooted into Zhe-

jiang Province while looking to the world’s first-class.

In March 2018, Hangzhou Innovation Research Institute of

Beihang University officially settled in Binjiang District of

Hangzhou, meaning the entering of the second 985 university

in Hangzhou. The construction of its graduate school launched

in September 2019 at Baima Lake of Binjiang District. The

construction of hardware facilities is expected to be completed

in about two years, and the scale of graduate students is ex-

pected to be 2,000. More importantly, Hangzhou Innovation

Research Institute has undertaken the construction work of

Sino-French Aviation University, providing teachers reserve

for the university. On January 9, 2018, under the testimony of

President of PRC Xi Jinping and French President Macron,

Beihang University signed the memorandum of cooperation

with Ecole Nationale de l'Aviation Civile (the French National

Civil Aviation University) and agreed to jointly establish Si-

no-French Aviation University. The site of the university will

be in the town of Pingyao, Yuhang District, Hangzhou, cover-

ing an area of 1,500 mu (10,000 acres).

I. “Qianjiang Forum”
The 3rd International Youth “Qianjiang Forum” of Hangzhou In-

novation Research Institute of Beihang University will be held on

December 28, 2019. The forum is aimed at exploring the hot topics

of international academic frontiers in the information field through

special reports, academic seminars and in-depth discussions.

II. Forum Setting
The forum sets up one main forum and four sub-forums

naming Advanced Materials and Micro-processing Science,

Instrument Science, Information Science and Technology,

and Cyberspace Security Science. The paper awards session

is also set up in the forum while each person is limited to

submit one representative paper. The scope of the paper

includes materials science and engineering, instrument sci-

ence and technology, optical engineering, quantum precisive

measurement, computer science and technology, software

engineering, control science and engineering, information

and communication engineering, cyberspace security and

other relative fields. Representative papers should be pub-

lished after 2015 as articles of the first author.

III. Application Conditions
(1) Those who have obtained a doctoral degree from a

top-ranking university at home or abroad. After being select-

ed, he/she can work full-time in the institute.

(2) Those who have innovative achievements acquired

recognition at home and abroad. The achievements can be

academic papers published in international leading journals

or conferences in the relative fields, participation in interna-

tional frontier research projects or national major scientific

research tasks, and the main accomplishers of major scientif-

ic and technological awards.

IV. Application Method
Please visit the website http://hzii.buaa.edu.cn/info/1041/1664.

htm and submit your application as required.

V. Contact Information

Contacts: Ms Tian, Mr Chen.

Contact Number: (+86)199-5789-0995

(+86)571-8536-7559

Email: buaahz_hr@buaa.edu.cn

Oficial Website: http://hzii.buaa.edu.cn

Hangzhou Innovation
Research Institute of
Beihang University



S
ince established in 1927,

the School of Informa-

tion Management in

Nanjing University has

been recognized as one of the best

information schools in China. As

the third iSchools in Asia, SIM has

been accredited as A+ level (highest

level) and National Excellent Disci-

plines in China, and ranked 26th in

QSWorld University Ranking 2019.

The School consists of 69 faculty

MN� �QMR STSUT��W M N�SUT� ��

well-known academic leaders. The

������ �RT�� S��Q���TaT� b��c�MS�

from undergraduate to PhD. By es-

QMU��P��Nc ���� �N�T�c�M��MQTW faT

graduate and doctoral specialties,

we have currently built up a mature

educational mode of cultivating

compound talents within innovative

consciousness and high practical

ability.

Meanwhile, we attach great impor-

QMN�T Q� P��TNQ�f� �TPTM��� MP gT��

as social service. Our faculty’s

innovative research is earning rep-

�QMQ��N MNO fNMN��M� P�bb��Q ���S

various foundations. During the

�MPQ faT jTM�PW gTkaT ��Sb�TQTO

over 160 academic programs and

application projects collaborated

with enterprises and organizations.

We have also signed strategic

cooperation agreements with many

famous universities in the world

and fully sharing the research re-

sources of 65 international famous

universities.

Now, the School of Information

Management is searching for out-

PQMNO�Nc �MNO�OMQTP Q� f�� QTN��Tm

tenure-track faculty positions in

Information Science, Library Sci-

ence, Archive Management, Data

Management or Digital Publishing

research at the rank of Assistant,

Associate, or Full Professor. Can-

didates must have a Ph.D. degree

in information science, information

systems, library science, archive

science, computer science or a

related discipline from accredited

institutions. For tenure-track posi-

tions, candidates must also have a

strong commitment to high-quality

research and excellent teaching. For

appointments at Assistant Professor

level, candidates who are expect-

ed to complete their Ph.D. before

enrollment are encouraged to apply.

For appointments at the Associate

or Full Professor level, a substantial

record of research publications in

top-tier journals is essential.

Preference will be given to candi-

dates possessing a track record of

publishing in leading journals in

library and information science or

information management. A record

of obtaining grants from compet-

itive institutions is also preferred.

Successful candidates should have

the ability to teach at both graduate

and undergraduate levels. Shortlist-

ed candidates will be contacted for

interviews.

Applications including cover

letter, curriculum vitae, referred

publications, any available teach-

ing evaluations, three letters of

recommendation and availability

for interviews, which should be

submitted electronically to Ms.

Ting Yu:

Ms. Ting Yu

Email: yuting@nju.edu.cn

Tel/Fax: 86-25-89687291

For more information,

see at: im.nju.edu.cn

Information is power, and we are using our power to change the world.

T
he Nanjing University department of philosophy ranks as one

of China’s foremost centers for philosophy research, it traces

its roots back to its original establishment in 1920. In 2000, the

department of religious studies was set up and it became one

part of philosophy department. During the past years, a lot of famous

scholars have been the faculty members of our department, such as

Tang Yongtong, Zong Baihua, Fang Dongmei, etc.. In 1978, professor

Hu Fuming, wrote an article “Practice is the only criterion of Truth”,

which made a very great impact to China’s liberation of thought and

the open-reform course.

Current available majors include: Marxist philosophy, chinese phi-

losophy, foreign philosophy, ethics, logic, philosophy of science and

technology, religious studies, eastern philosophy and religious studies.

At present, the department has 56 teaching staff which contains 32

professors and 15 associate professors.

The department has produced a significant amount of published

materials and academic literature appearing in the leading academic

periodicals such as China Social Science and Philosophical Research.

Since 1977 the philosophy department has trained more than 1400

undergraduates and several hundred graduate degree students. At pres-

ent, the department has 135 undergraduates and almost 300 graduate

students.

Philosophy at Nanjing University

Website: https://www.nju.edu.cn/EN/80/51/c7136a163921/page.psp

Email: zhexue@nju.edu.cn

N
anjing University is well known in China for its long history

and high reputation. It was originally established in 1902. After

its development for over a century, Nanjing University main-

tains good momentum among various fields and ranks top among

higher educational institutions in China. It was designated as a Class A

institution in the Double First Class University plan, a government in-

itiative to cultivate an elite group of Chinese universities into “world-

class” institutions. In 2018, it was ranked 114 on QS World University

Rankings. Today, NJU has over 30000 full-time students in 31 schools

and departments.

Law is one of the priority disciplines in NJU. Due to its commitment

on facilitating legal education and research, Law School has cultivated

SMNj QM�TNQP �N �Mg fT�OW g���� �MP UTTN gT�� �NYgN NMQ�YNM��j MNO

internationally. There are 62 faculty members, including 27 professors,

29 associate professors and 6 researchers. It has 10 research institu-

tions (e.g., the Sino-Deutsch Law Research Institute, the Chinese Law

Cases Research Center, and Economic Law Research Institute, etc.)

MNO M bYPQ�OY�QY�M� �TPTM��� PQMQ�YN� ��T QY Q�T TRY�QP YZ �QP PQ�OTNQP

and faculty, NJU Law School was evaluated as “A-” on the disciplines

ranking of Chinese Ministry of Education.

Law school of Nanjing University

For more information, please contact swu@nju.edu.cn (Siyue Wu,

sta/ member of Personnel) or visit our website law.nju.edu.cn!
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Disciplines
Sciences, Engineering, Economics, Management, Law,

Literature, Education, marine-related disciplines, Art,

���� ������ ��� ��� ������� �� �A�� ��E�����

Job Requirements
��� ��A ���L E��� �M������ ��� ��L����� ���M���������

�������� �����������

��� �� ��S�E�� �� �������� ��� ����������� �� ���M�������

Contact us

Applicants could send a detailed CV to ����������������.

������ ������ ���� ���������� ���� ��S��������� S�E����-

������ �������� ���������� ����� ��� ��� �SS�������� ��L�

a ���������� ������ �� c�������� a d������ e����������

�� ����� �� g��� a �������� �� �������� �� ��� ��E���� ��

��� �L����

Tel: (+86) 0759-2383117
Email: rcyj@gdou.edu.cn

�A�Cg�E����� ���������������

c������L���� ���S���iS����������������������������iS-

��������������������������L�

G
�������� ����� C��M������ ��A�C�� ������� �� �� ���������� ��������L���

������� ����� ���������� �� ��� L������� �� d����� �� � ��� ����������� ��lE���� E�

��� ���S���� ��M���L��� �� ��������� ���M���� ��� ��� ����� ������� ��L��-

��������� �� d����� ��������� ����� ��� ��������� �������� ��� ��M���S��� �� � ��LS�����-

��M�� L���������S������ ���� �A�C ��� �� ���������� �����L�� ������ �������i����� �����L

���� S��M���� E���������� L�������� ��� �������� �������� ��� ��� E��� �M������� m���������n

E� ��� C������������ o������� pM�������� �� ��� �������� �� p�������� �� ��� ��c� d����

��� ������� �� � ����l��M�� ���M������ �� ��� ��E���� ������������ �� ��������� ���M�����

��� ���M������ ��� ����� ��LS���� �� ��r����� ���������� ��� ����� �� ������ �� ����� ���

L��� ��LS�� �� ������� �� ��� ���� ���� �� ��� �������� d���� �� o������ ����������� ��-

��������� ��� �� ��� ����� �������� M������� ���lS����� o��� ����L ��LS��� E���� �

E�������� S���� ���� �� ����� ��� ������� ������ ���� ��� E���� ���������� E� L��������� ��

��L� �� ��������� ��������� ��� ������������

�A�C S����� ������� �� ������ � ����l����� �����S����� ��� �������� �������� � ����l�����

L������� ������ S�����L�� �� ��������� L������� ������ S�����L�� �� ������������� L�-

����� � ��LS�������M� �������� �����L S���� ��E����� � S���� ��E����� �� ��� p���������� c�-

���L ���� �� p�������� ������������ o������� � �������� �rl��LS�� S�������� ��������� E���

��� ��������� �� �������� S������L� �� S��M������ �� L���������� ��M��� �� S��M������ ��L��-

�������� ������� �� ��S���L����� ���������� �� ��� ��E��������� �� ��S���L��� ��M��� ����

�� �A�C� L��� ���� ������ �������� ���L ��������� ��������� ������ ������ �� S�����

����� ����L�� �M�� ����� �������� ��� E�������� ���r ��� ������� ��� ��M����� ���L���M�� ��

��������� ������������ ��� L��� �� �A�C�

A�� �� ��� ���� ��M���SL��� ��� ����E����L���� �A�C �� ��� ���������� ����l��M�� �������

���L E��� d���� ��� �E�����

Recruitment of Global Talents for

Guangdong Ocean University

Nostalgia,
is like an ocean,
I am here,
the family is over there.

Thousands of reasons
to stay abroad,
but one decision to
return to the roots.
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Overseas Chinese Scholars'
Visit to Top Chinese Universities
Check the Details fromwww.edu.cn/zgx

▶ 10,000+ academic job vacancies in China

▶ Free one-to-one consultation service

Send your CV to

consultant@acabridge.edu.cn
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